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  How to Invest in Marijuana Stocks

By Timothy Lutts, Chief Investment Strategist, Cabot Marijuana Investor

The “Highs” and Lows

The following chart shows the action of the North American Marijuana index over the past year.

A year ago, marijuana stocks were dead in the water. Nothing was happening.

Then, suddenly, in November 2017, the sector came to life, sparked by the announcement that 
Constellation Brands (STZ) (parent of Corona and Modelo beer, Robert Mondavi wine and Svedka vodka, 
among other brands) had acquired 10% of industry leader Canopy Growth (TWMJF).
All month long, the stocks surged higher.

In December, the advance accelerated, with stocks advancing sometimes 20% in a single day!

On January 1, marijuana became legal for recreational use in California.

A week later, the sector was up 220% from its late October low—with the hottest stocks up more than 
400%! And then the party came to a temporary end.

By late February, the sector had lost a third of its value, with the hottest stocks losing more than half their 
value.

The Resurgence
Over the ensuing six months, marijuana stocks didn’t do much. But when Constellation Brands upped 
its stake in Canopy Growth by $4 billion in August, the sector took off again. By the end of September, 
marijuana stocks were approaching their January highs. Does that mean we’re approaching another 
correction in marijuana stocks?

Or, more importantly, given that these are still early days for the marijuana industry, what can you do to 
ensure that you don’t miss the next big push in marijuana stocks?
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And if you already own some, how can you avoid losing your shirt in the next leg down?

My goal today is to tell you how you can do both, using the lessons I’ve learned from investing in similar 
hot sectors over the past few decades—and from reading studies on hot sectors in decades before that.

For example, way back in the first century of this country, there was an investment boom in canals, which
enabled great efficiencies in transporting goods. The Erie Canal proved a great investment.

Following that, there was a boom in railroads. You could have made a lot of money in the Baltimore and 
Ohio Railroad.

Then radio was hot, with Radio Corporation of America, better known as RCA, a big winner.

There was a long boom in oil stocks, coinciding with increasing industrialization. Shell Oil was one winner.

Then came telephone. American Telephone and Telegraph became AT&T.

Then commercial aviation.

Then television.

When I started in this business, the hot sector was semiconductor stocks—to be followed by:
• Biotech stocks
• Minicomputer stocks
• Personal computer stocks
• Mainframe computer stocks
• Casino stocks
• Cruise line stocks
• Internet stocks
• E-commerce stocks
• Software stock with acronyms like CMS, CRM, ERP, PIM and SaaS Solar power stocks
• 3D printing stocks

And today it’s marijuana stocks.

Now, obviously some of the booms listed above have been flashes in the pan (like 3-D printing stocks), 
while some have run for decades—and there’s no way of knowing for sure how this marijuana boom will 
evolve.
But that’s okay.
You don’t need to see the future to make big money. You just need to understand the waves of sentiment 
that drive investment in hot new industries like these—while following a time-tested investing system 
such as we use for growth stocks at Cabot.
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  Five Rules for Investing in Marijuana Stocks

1. Invest in Sync with the Sector’s Trend.

In general, the marijuana sector bottomed in early 2016, peaked in late 2016, bottomed in mid-to-late 
2017, and peaked in January 2018. Now it’s close to matching that January peak, with most marijuana 
stocks rising sharply for two straight months.

2. Avoid the Lowest-Priced Stocks.

There are a lot of penny stocks in the marijuana industry, and lots of amateur investors are drawn to 
these stocks because they look so cheap. They look at a 50-cent stock and say, “I can buy a thousand 
shares for just $500!” 

But that doesn’t change the fact that it’s still a 50-cent stock, and that’s an indication of high risk, 
particularly in an industry where the bigger players are growing increasingly dominant and there is little 
opportunity for smaller players to get an advantage, intellectual or otherwise.

3. Buy Strong Stocks with Great Growth Prospects.

A strong chart is the best indication of success; it tells you that investors as a whole think well of the 
stock’s prospects. And if the story behind the stock makes sense to you, you’ve found a stock you can 
buy!

4. Diversify.

Every investor knows that diversification is the number one rule of investing; you shouldn’t put all your
eggs in one basket. But many investors don’t realize that they should diversify by time as well. If you buy
five marijuana stocks, don’t buy them all on the same day! Diversify your buying over time, so you are less
susceptible to the broad swings in the market and the marijuana sector.

5. Follow a Reliable Guide.

If you don’t know where you’re going, it makes sense to hire a guide—like my own Cabot Marijuana 
Investor, which has compiled a stellar record so far.

I published my first issue of Cabot Marijuana Investor (formerly Cabot’s Ten Best Marijuana Stocks) last
August, when the marijuana sector was stone cold, but I was convinced much better times were ahead.
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Three months later, of the 10 stocks I recommended, the average stock was up 32%—with the best up 
131%! And on January 8, a week after marijuana became legal in California, the stocks were red-hot and 
the average profit in the portfolio was 168%.
I was feeling good!

But I also knew that the straight-up move couldn’t continue; I’ve seen too many similar peaks over the 
decades. So I immediately sent my readers a special update, saying:

“My general advice is this: traders should take profits now—especially in the most extended stocks—and
plan to get back on board when heads are cooler and risks much lower. Or, if you don’t sell now, at least 
use a trailing stop, either real or mental.

“Investors, assuming you invested no more than 10% of your assets in the sector, as I originally 
recommended, can take partial profits in the biggest gainers and then sit tight. Somewhere ahead is a 
pause, a base or a serious correction, and I want you to be able to hold your best stocks through it.”

Well, the marijuana sector peaked the very next day, and a month later, the North American Marijuana 
Index was down 37%, with many of the previously hot stocks faring far worse.
Why did it peak? Because buyers ran out of ammunition. Because values were silly. Because traders saw
opportunity to take profits.

And all of this is normal for a hot new sector.

In the phase of growing excitement, new money rolls in and demand exceeds supply and values get silly.
In the topping phase, sane heads take profits and sell to the last buyers.

We may be approaching another top. And the date to pay close attention to is October 17: that’s the day 
Canada will begin nationwide recreational sales of marijuana. That’s good news for marijuana stocks, 
right? Long term, yes. But “Contrary Opinion Theory” suggests that might be a short-term top for the 
stocks, so beware of buying stocks that are elevated.

Cabot Marijuana Investor Today

As I write, the average profit in my portfolio of 11 marijuana stocks is 192% (and I just added a 12th), and 
the leading gainer is up 609%. Not bad, huh?!

Now, as I mentioned earlier, my eyes are wide open. With the October 17 recreational sales green light in
Canada looming, and the sector approaching its January highs, there could be some short-term 
turbulence ahead. But rest assured: good or bad, I’ll be guiding my subscribers every step of the way 
through this booming, volatile industry.

To learn how you can join them, click here.
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This special report is published by Cabot Wealth Network. Cabot is neither a registered investment advisor nor a registered broker/dealer.

Neither Cabot nor our employees are compensated in any way by the companies whose stocks we recommend. Sources of information are 
believed to be reliable, but are in no way guaranteed to be complete or without error. Recommendations, opinions or suggestions are given with 
the understanding that readers acting on the information assume all risks involved.

We encourage readers of this report to consult with an independent financial advisor with respect to any investment in the securities mentioned 
herein. Any opinions, projections and predictions expressed in this profile are statements as of the date of this publication and are subject to 
change without further notice. Past performance may not be indicative
of future results.

© Cabot Wealth Network. Copying and/or electronic transmission of this report is a violation of the copyright law.
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About Cabot

Cabot is one of the oldest and most respected independently-owned financial advisory services in 
the U.S. Founded in 1970, Cabot publishes independent, high-quality research and investment advice 
grounded in sensible, time-tested investment strategies for individual investors and investment 
professionals.


